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In the Telegram chat published by Centro de Periodismo Investigativo, Roselló and his so called 

“brothers,” some of whom held political positions and some of whom did not: 

Make fun of the women who are protesting because of all the women being killed by domestic 

violence, 

make fun of the death of pro-independence leader Carlos Gallisá, 

share an image in which JLo is shown decorating a Christmas tree with the caption “JLo’ s ass wishes 

you a Merry Christmas,” 

make homophobic jokes about dick sucking, dick smelling, etc., 

mock senator Eduardo Bhatia by implying that he is gay and that she is a lesbian, and someone refers 

to a video twitted by the senator as “historic mamabicho [cock-sucker] levels,” 

repeatedly use the hashtag “#MeCagoEnLaIsla,” “FuckTheIsland” or “ThisFuckingIsland,” 

make various jokes about a man wearing a “pava,” a traditional hat worn by poor field workers and 

farmers, 

make fun of the way poor people from rural areas speak, 

make fun of their poverty saying, “That guayabera shirt costs more than what you make in a month, 

you might get dirty,”  

make a joke about the “libreta de jornal,” a notebook used to keep people enslaved in Puerto Rico 

after slavery was abolished by keeping track of how many hours they had worked and who they 

worked for, 

make a joke about them being “old and [not being] able to produce,” 

make a joke about the United Food Company coming to the Puerto Rican countryside and tricking 

people into trusting them by telling them that the company is working for their well-being, 

make a homophobic joke about a man who trying to milk a cow ends up being a bull, 

share a meme in which the same man is said to be “in Quebradillas,” a rural town, and then is 

replaced by an image of Mammy (with blackface) that now reads “in Yauco” (another rural town),  

make a joke saying that a politician they don’t like used to be a “Non-People,” 

discuss public relations strategies while referencing the people as “the masses,” 

talk about using government money to create “paid-media” articles, 

use the image of a black Puerto Rican woman holding flowers in her hands as a running joke, 
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make fun of the governor’s beard saying that it is getting so long he looks like a protestor, 

make running jokes about the prohibition of cock-fights (a traditional sport, especially in rural areas 

in Puerto Rico), playing with double entendre to identify themselves as the cocks (i.e. dicks) and 

making up hashtags like #CockIsCulture, #FightingForOurCocks #WeAreAllCocks, #CockIttude,  

joke that Carmen Yulín, the mayor of San Juan, is so desperate to find a boyfriend that she’d date 

someone from the PNP—their political party,  

make fun of a trans teen at an event saying that because the governor hasn’t shaved his beard, now 

even the women at the Governor’s mansion (La Fortaleza) have beards, 

write “The trans movement is mainstream nowadays,” 

koke that the teen is actually part of an excerpt from The Greatest Showman—the film based on PT 

Barnum’s life, 

make fun of the first transgender Miss Universe contestant, 

write about Miss Canada that she “looks like a Barbie and is even intelligent,”  

one of the members of the chat writes, in reference to Miss Universe: “I see these things to laugh, I 

don’t like it when they show women who are engineers and things like that,” 

suggest that one of the contestants should be at Black Angus rather than the beauty pageant,  

say that speaking English should be a requirement for Miss Puerto Rico,  

joke about a video of a trans woman blowing kisses, 

say that Miss Puerto Rico looks like she is in a “soft porn,” 

joke that Miss Vietnam has Hồ Chí Minh hidden in her outfit, 

discuss shutting down the Mayagüez zoo—a zoo that a group of white North Americans are trying to 

buy— 

complain that Yulín is asking them to bring electricity back to the island of Vieques and jokingly ask 

if bringing electricity back to Vieques is easier than cleaning the streets of Old San Juan, 

post a photograph of a topless trans person and ask if it is the journalist Jay Fonseca, 

post an image of two politicians hugging each other and write “LoveWins,” 

post Kevin Spacey’s “Let me be Frank” video and call it “masterfully disruptive,” 

post an article about O’Neill—the mayor who was accused of sexual harassment—and write “another 

rooster with problems,” 

post an image of the governor shaking hands with a plus-sized man, followed by fatphobic jokes 

—the governor jokes about the man’s gravitational pull being too strong— 

post a meme that compares a woman politician to the Muppet’s character Miss Piggy, 



the whole group congratulates Christian Sobrino Vega for being invited to form part of the faculty 

45th PURC/World Bank International Training Program,  

make a homophobic joke saying that the famous astrologer Walter Mercado (who’s a homosexual) 

deserves one-night-stand with Tony García Padilla at la Fortaleza, the Governor’s mansion,  

make fun of #MeToo,  

say that they have to “kill the story” about the numbers of hurricane-related deaths, as the dead are 

yet to be counted, 

comment that “Nothing says patriarchal oppression like Ricky Martin,” that “Ricky Martin is so 

misogynistic that he fucks guys because women are not good enough. Pure patriarchy,” 

joke that the leader of the police labor union is “King Kong’s pale balls transformed into a man,” 

joke that “Anyone who intentionally rides a ferry [the main transportation medium that connects the 

small municipal islands of Vieques and Culebra with the main island] is crazy because the ferries 

have been shit for ten years,” the governor answers: “That’s why we are privatizing folks,” 

discuss a strategy for hiding the numbers of those killed during María and jokingly ask “Don’t we 

have some cadavers we can use to feed the crows?,” 

make a joke about a woman they claim is on welfare, 

make a joke about someone having a “Gender-Neutral” name, 

get upset because David Begnaud does a special report on crime in Puerto Rico, 

say they have to attack it on social media saying that he is Puerto Rico’s enemy and wants to kill 

Puerto Rico’s tourism,  

say the report is disgusting because it makes us “look like Ciudad Juárez,” 

discuss that the Fiscal Control Board recommends privatizing WIPR (the national public TV 

channel) and that they should agree with it, someone contemptuously asks whether the TV channel 

would continue airing Korean melodramas,  

another suggests they “spin it off as a non profit,” 

joke that when Carmen Yulín tweets that Puerto Rico is a “colony of the US” she is “already drunk,” 

one, joking, imitates Trump and writes: “I saw the future…. is wooooooonderful... there are no Puerto 

Ricans,” 

make another fatphobic joke about a politician, 

make jokes about men that can’t grow beards like Rosselló,  

write about a woman politician: “Our people should head out to defend Tom and beat that whore.” 

make a joke about the LGBTIA+ acronym  


